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on China 

Fujita Yoshihisa (Aichi University, Japan) 

The aim of this presentation is to make clear the development process 
and characteristics of Toa，・Dobun-Shoin College, established in 1901 at 
Shanghai, China, and also to show the system and results of 也e “great
journeys for regional research" on China and Southeast Asia, which will 
give us the oppo巾mity 加 study 由e basic region叫 struc卸res and problems 
of modem China. 

[l]. There were three key persons in the establishment of 由e Toaｭ
Dobun-Shoin College in Shan~hai. 百1e first person was ARAO Sei, who 
became very interested in China through the information on China that 
he encountered during his service in 也e new Imperial Army, just after the 
Meiji Restoration. Arao had 吐1e opportunity to go to Shanghai and Hank.ou 
in Ch加a, supported by a Japanese merchant in China, and gathered a lot 
of information there. He also found many new materials and goods 旬 be
imported to Japan. A抗er returning to Japan, he published a great book 
on China 伽t included not only trade information but also hi坑：orical and 
cultural infoロnationbased on his experiences in China. This book w出 very
popular, showing many Japanese people the real features of China 担也ose
d句rs. Fur世1ermore, he strongly recommended回dewith China in a political 
clima旬也前 instead favored 伽de with western European coun住ies and 也e
United States. For 也is p田pose, in 1890 he devised a pl組旬 establish a new 
business school in Shanghai 加 educate and nur卸re business pro島ssion叫s

for trade with China. However, he failed to keep this school running 
由rou.出血ewar between Japan and China th副 broke out 泊 1894.

After this war, he had a new plan aga並 to establish a business school 
to n町ture 仕ade with China. This plan w邸 developed to establish the new 
school of Toa-Dobun-Shoin college at Shanghai. The second key person 
was NEDU Hajime. He w部 a 世iend of Arao and supported 也e edition of 
由ebook mentioned above and was asked by Arao to manage 也enew school 
of Toa-Dobun-Shoin as president. However, he had the difficult problem 
of attracting talented students 仕om Japan to educate in this new college at 
Shanghai. So he created a new idea to get students 仕om each prefect町e

through a recommendation sys同m that also covered the tuition 島e and 
the students' living expenses. This idea was very successful in a町部t泊g
excellent students. President Nedu gradually became a very strong leader of 
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this school and, at the same time, was respected by the students and teachers 
of Toa-Dobun-Shoin College. He was also a philosopher based on the spirit 
of tolerance. Thus, he created the financial and spiri回al base of Toa心obun
Shoin College, and became its symbol. 

The third key person was KONOE A加maro. He was 叩 aristocrat and 
held the position of chairman of the Diet in the Me討i era. As he had 出e
experience of studying and traveling abroad, he was seen as a liberalist. At 
the same time he was very activ.e, and he became the represent渇tive of the 
new political organization of Toa-Dobun-Kai, which was not radical, and 
oriented to the educational and cultural exchange between Japan and China. 
He proposed, established and managed the Toa-Dobun-Shoin College. He 
hoped to develop this college more, but he died some years later. However, 
he contributed to the developmental direction of the ToルDobun-Shoin
College. 

[2]. Thus, Toa-Dobun-Shoin College was founded. The main object of 
Toa心obun-Shoin College, influenced by the ideas of Arao, was to educate 
and nurture professional businessmen dealing with trade between Japan and 
China. For this pu中ose, the study of the Chinese language was necess訂yfor 
all students, and the first textbook of the Chinese language for Japanese was 
made and completed. Furthermore, fieldwork for the research and study of 
Chinese customs of commerce was also necessary. All of the students each 
conducted 五eldwork in Shangh出， T、fanqing and other commercial centers. 
These studies were published in the first great books of the “Economic 
Encyclopedia on China, 12 volumes," written by 由e students of Toa・Dobun
Shoin College. 

[3]. One more very important educational sys白m was the big trips for 
regional research in China and Southeast Asia conducted by the students 
of the Toa・Dobun-Shoin College 企om 1907 to 1942 (and partly 面白 1943).
The students conducted these journeys in the last year of their program. 
For this pu中ose, they organized freely in 10 加 20 groups each ye民 and
each group consist怠dof2 to 5 or 6 s加den飴. Every group w筋合ee to decide 
and discuss their study subjects and courses by themselves. They started 
in May and came back to college between the end of August and October, 
conducting their rese町ch mainly 由rough walking. They took long courses 
to go to 血eir study 町eぉ because 江 was a very big and r町e chance for them 
to get to know the real China. In those days, China was mostly rural, so their 
courses mainly pass渇dthrough rural and mountain areas, and 出eymetmany
kind Chinese farmers. As a result, many students were fond of Chinese 
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白rme店街1drural areas. 

D町担g 也ese 位ips，血ey each ke戸 diaries 副ong 由自 courses and wrote 
research reports for their graduate pape四. For me，也eir diaries were very 
interestin.~, with lot of information on the topography, land use, local 
peoples ’ lives, foods, houses, produc飴， customs, news of bandi包， and so 
on. These documents showed each local economic, social, geographical, 
and historical features. I will show you some of them concretely in this 
presentation. I already published four volumes of these diaries and one 
study book by using 血eir document materials. Please look 副由民e 面白e
exhibition room of the Shera旬n Hotel 世omMarch 26 旬 29 and my lecture 
room 副血eUniversity of Chicago (Library) on the 30th of March. 

In the case of research reP.orts, during 也e first stage 血eir main subjects 
were local commerce, traditional 臼・ade customs, finance, and economic 
items. However, their concerns gradually changed to wider fields; for 
血st組問， geography, education, social system, urban system, local langua伊，
traffic network, political system, and so on. This means that their study 
subjects developed to the level of comprehensive and academic approach伺
加 China. 百1eir results also created 由e first new series of regional books, 
which included 18 volumes by each province starting in 1918. La:旬r, a 
second version was publishβd beginning 血 1939.

[4]. The total number of journeys reached to 700. They covered all 
over 由e ma出land of China, Manchurian area and Sou由east Asia on foot, 
and huge documents were written and stocked by the students of Toaｭ
Dobun-Shoin College. In those days, China had experienced remarkable 
and severe changes under very unstable conditions；血e fall and the end of 
Qing Dyn郎防，由e b励。f也e Republic of China, severe wars among local 
military cliques in local independent 町eas, w町s between 血e national pぽW
and communist party, as well 郁也ewar with Japan. 

Under these dangerous situations, about 5000 students of Toa-Dobunｭ
Shoin College succeeded in their journeys in spite of facing occasional 
difficulties. For instance, when two groups of students were 世agged into 也e
battle between the troops of the Qing D戸iasty and rebel forces 血 1911, they 
were caught by both 白rces. However.，也ey were soon respectfully released 
because 也eyproved to be s加dents of由eToa-Dobun-Shoin College. 

In the beginning half of白e 20th century, during 血is very confused state 
in China 部 mentioned above，ロot only 也e Chinese government but also 也e
western coun甘ies and the U.S. that advanced in China could not conduct 
research covering the whole of China. So, the comprehensive regional 
reports on China by the students of Toa-Dobun-Shoin College 町e very 
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Japan Information Forum at Chicago 

（耳FAC)
by John Person 

The Japan Information Forum at Chicago (JIFAC), held at the Joseph 
Regenstein Library on the University of Chicago campus and organized by 
Mr. Okuizumi Eizaburo, the Japanese Studies Librarian at the university, 
brought toge由er m釦ypublishers, librarians, professors and students for the 
purpose of exchanging information regarding new materials and tools that 
are now becoming available to researchers in the humanities and social 
sciences. During the first half of the forum representatives 合om leading 
academic publishers and media outlets presented to students, faculty members 
and their peers some of血e new products 出国 their companies had to o宜er.

The numerous companies that attended included booksellers Japan 
Publications Trading Company, Maruzen and K.inokuniya; publishers such as 
Bunsei Shoin, Kuresu Shuppan, Ozora-sha，百1shod0Sho也n, Kashiwa-shobo, 
Yumani-shobo, F司i Shuppan, and Nihon Tosho Senta；血eAsahi and Yomiuri 
Newspapers; and research tool developers such 部 NetAdvance.

Participants were in住oduced to a vast 紅白y of reprints and studies of 
important archival material, which included interesting collections such 槌
Kuresu Shuppan ’s compiled works of the founders of Religion Studies in 
Japan; Ozora-sha ’s sets containing children ’s litera旬間企omtheprew訂period;

and the reprints of prewar US intelligence concerning m可or Japanese 住ading
companies in the United States, presented by Nihon Tosho Senta. Faculty and 
students alike were captivated by the new DVD・ROMcontaining images of 
the hand-written le仕：ers of Goto Shimpei, who was at di百erenttimes medical 
doctor, director of civilian affi泊四 ofthe colony of Taiwan, head of 世1e South 
Manchurian Railway and pioneer of mass communications in Japan. His list 
of contacts being so broad, many participants were interested in viewing 
specific letters written by dignitaries, intellectuals and politicians. The scanned 
images of the internal records of Kaizo-sha, the leftist publisher of books 
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and the monthly Kaizo, also presented by Yushodo, were similarly met with 
much enthusiasm. ’The DVD will give researchers interesting insight into the 
eveηday finances and distribution practices of one of the most important 

publishers of the prewar era. As a portion of the presentation by the publishers, 
Mr. Onuma Yoshishige of Bunsei Shoin, gave 血eaudience an update on 血e
state of the Tokyo Association of Dealers in Old Books, a union comprised 
of used book sellers for which Mr. Onuma serves as the administrative 
director. These presen阻tions by various publishers of research media not 
only updated the audience on the new researchｷ tools available for research, 
but also educated them on 出e inner-workings of the academic publishing 
industry in Japan. 
官1e second half of the forum feat町ed presentations by Professor F吋ita

Yoshihisa, who serves as the Director of 也e Toa Dobun Shoin Memorial 
Center at Aichi University, and Naruse Kayoko, who serves as 血e Center ’s 
libr矧an. Toa Dobun Shoin College w出 aschool established in Shanghai for 
血e p田pose of educating and 紅白ning Jap組白estudents in matters pert国ning

to economic exchange between Japan and China. During the final year of the 
program, students would travel by foot to all comers of the Asian continent, 
including αrina, Manchuria, Mrn;1.golia and even Southeast Asia. ’The Memorial 
Center on 血e C鉱npus grounds of Aichi University in Toyohashi, Japan, houses 
many of the diaries and reports written by the students durin~ these 
expeditions. These materials contain a wealth of information pertaining to 
血e geography, economy and culture of various are酪由at these travels took 
them. Professor F可ita gave a lecture describing the events 由at led up to 血e

first student 住avels, as well as his own research in China s加dies based upon 
the works 企＜：＇mthe Toa Dobun Shoin archives. Mrs. Naruse followed with a 
presentation that introduced a new on-line database that has made the 
navigation of the vast Toa Dobun Shoin archives a lot easier for researchers. 
’The University of Chicago East Asian Library was presented with a complete 
set of the collected research trip diaries of the students of the Toa Dobun 
Shoin College by the delegation 仕omAichi Unive路ity. The set will serve as 
important research material for students in胞rest¢in pursuing a回nsnational

approach to the political economy in Asia during the e紅ly half of the 2Q1h 
Century. 

The forum for information exchange was capped off with a dinner at 血e
Facul旬 Club on the University of Chicago campus. Professor Nambu 
Yoichiro, 2008 winner of the Nobel Prize in Physics, joined participants in a 
festive evening where new contacts were established between various 
members of the publishing industry as well as librarians, professors and 
graduate students. 
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important 血 coveringunstudied aspects of China. And these repo出回nalso 
make clear the basic sむucture of present day China. 

[5]. After World War II, Japanese researchers of modem and pr回ent day 
of China had ignored the existence and huge results of出e Toa-Dobun-Shoin 
College until the end of the 1980s, because Toa・Dobun-Shoin College was 
located outside of Japan in Shanghai. Also 血eir activities were connected to 
the colonialism of prewar Japan. 百1is si加ation dramatically changed a武er

the 白11 of the Berlin Wall in 1989. 百1e reality of the Cultural Revolution of 
China was gradually disclosed, and it became clear that a lot of the works bγ 
Japanese researchers on the modern and present days of China were based 
ona p紅ticular ideology. 

In my case, I star飴dthe study on these joumeう「s 加 China in 1982, based 
on 出e documents written by the students ofToa-Dobun- 1oin College, and 
wrote so叩e papers on them. At first, my research and results received no 
response. However, after 1990 my papers attracted the attention of other 
research町s and the media. Four or five new papers printed special issues 
on my studies, and N.H.K. broadcasted a special television progr百n onmy 
subject. Through this proce回， new approaches were brought to the studies 
of Toa-Dobun-Shoin College with results based on empirical research. 
Nowadays, younger Chinese researchers also come 旬 our institute to study 
the historical function of the Toa-D。bun-Shoin College 合omthe viewpoints 
of 血e roles played between Japan and China and local documents on the 
modern age of China written bγthe students of Toa・Dobun-Shoin College. 

[6]. Aichi .University, where I work, was established in Japan 泊 1946,
only one year after the end of World War II, mainly by 仕1e professors 組d
students of Toa-Dobun-Shoin Collegβ 企om Shanghai. The last president 
of Toa・Dobun-Shoin Universi叩， Honma, hoped to succeed the name of 
Toa-Dobun-Shoin. However, G.H.Q. did not permit his request because 
this name w田 connect怠d to China. So president Honma named this new 
university Aichi University, after the name of Aichi prefecture and its 
meaning,“ love of wisdomア Aichi University has more 出an 35,000 books 
and materials brought from 出e Toa-Dobun Assοciation. During these twenty 
years, members who graduated from Toa-Dobun-Shoin College and the 
University donated many books and materials on China to Aichi University. 
Aichi University opened the insti加te and memorial museum ofToa-Dobunｭ
Shoin College, and have received, shown and studied these books and 
materials of the modem age of China that were written and published by 
Toa-Dobun-Shoin College. If you have a chance to come to Japan, ple出e
visit our institute and museum. 
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